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Objective & Audience

Objective

Help you prepare to take the Oracle Communications Billing and Revenue Management 7.5 Implementation Assessment - Pricing Design Center and Elastic Charging Engine online assessment exam by providing pointers to resources that you can use in your preparation.

Targeted Audience

- Senior technical consultants
- Experienced Implementers
- Technical architects

3+ year experience deploying BRM is highly recommended
Exam Topics & Objectives

Exam Topics
The Oracle Communications Billing and Revenue Management 7.5 Implementation Assessment - Pricing Design Center and Elastic Charging Engine online assessment Exam consists of the following topics:

- Pricing configuration with Pricing Design Center (PDC)
  • How to translate product offering
  • Pricing Design Center key features
  • Pricing Design Center architecture and integration
  • How to configure Charge Offers, Discount offers
  • How to configure bundles and packages
  • How to configure Selectors
  • How to configure Time and Zone based pricing

- Elastic Charging Engine (ECE)
  • Explain Coherence and NoSQL concepts and features within ECE
  • Describe BRM architecture using ECE, including all integration processes
  • Configure and install ECE
  • Describe and implement ECE functionalities
  • Explain, configure and run the integration process between PDC, BRM and ECE
  • Modify ECE business logic with custom code
  • Explain and configure notification within ECE
How to prepare?

Training Options

- OU Courses
  - BRM Pricing Foundation 7.5 with Pricing Design Center

- Online Training
  - Oracle Communications Convergent Charging Presales Guided Learning Path

- Online documentation
  - Pricing Design Center (PDC) 11.1 Documentation
  - Elastic Charging Engine (ECE) 11.2 Documentation
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